MAKE THE
STREETS
GREEN
AGAIN!
MAKE THE STREETS GREEN AGAIN! is an
urban interdisciplinary initiative consisting of a multi-layer intervention over the
streets, both physical and virtual, including urban agriculture lots, cloud connected hydroponic farming units, fresh organic
food mobile apps, urban beekeeping, bike
racks, etc. that collectively seeks to make
city centers greener, sustainable, and resilient , in the face deep social, economic
and environmental challenges to come.
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URBAN AGRICULTURE FOR A NEW ERA.
In a scenario of urbanization of the population, accompanied by the uncontrolled
expansion of cities, - which brings as a
consequence a decrease in productive
soils, depletion of natural resources, air
and water pollution, - is that indoor hydroponic agriculture, together with traditional urban agriculture and data analysis
technologies, arises as a joint solution
that provides with healthy food and improves local economies, without compromising the environment.

RAISED -HYDROPONIC GRASS- FLOOR.
MTSGA! is based on a modular light
weight reticular structure, assembled
together upon the existing street, that
acts as an urban linear park, a local low
speed lane for limited cars, but that is
also the market stall’s and hydroponics
urban farms supporting infrastructure,
that provides with water, electricity and
nutrients.
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OBJETIVES:

DESIGN SPECS:

1-Expand and improve cities public space.
2-Promote biking and walking, for urban
commuting, as an alternative to cars.
3-Provide with accessible organic fresh
fruits and vegetables.
4-Promote healthy alimentation, reduce
air pollution, promote social interactions,
and as a result: a healthy population and
with better life quality.
5-Improve local economies through the
value chain generated by the street markets economic activity.

HYDROPONIC URBAN MICRO
FARMS:
Farms will use newest indoor farming technologies. Grow stacks
are mobile and modular, it uses
all automated watering and nutrient supplier, also automated LED
lighting system, all controlled by
sensors connected to a CPU. Local urban farmers can rent this
modules, manage them through
an mobile app, and grow and sell
its own production.
STREET MARKET MOBILE STALLS:
Made from lightweight translucent
components, this configurable
stalls can be used either as a food
vendor stall or as a mobile kitchen.
Depending on days or hours this
stalls can spread on to the street
creating a food fair or fall back on
rush hours.
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PROJECT REPLICATION
MTSGA! physical platform is based on a
prefabricated modular system that can
be replicated, gradually, in all secondary and low traffic roads of the cities
centers.
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